Social-ish
Party
How Stations Use Internet Networking

C

an 140 characters help a Country station
drive listening? Will a Facebook page
deepen a radio station audience’s sense of
community? One would think that the potential is
there for radio, given the explosive growth of online
social networks.
According to Alexa.com and Comscore, Facebook
is now the No. 3 site in America, MySpace ranks
fifth and fast-growing Twitter is No. 15. Impressively,
Facebook’s TSL is 25 minutes a day, while MySpace
users average 20 minutes. And contrary to public
perception, Twitter’s audience indexes strongly
among 25-44s and is highly educated.
Country Aircheck asked several programmers how
they’re using social networking sites, and found that
their approaches are evolving along with the growth
and usage of the tools themselves.

Tweet Treats
Despite its relatively small reach
compared to Facebook and MySpace,
Twitter is capturing much of Country
radio’s attention today. KKGO/
Los Angeles Sr. Manager/Country
Programming Charlie
Cook says his station’s
website has links to
Facebook, MySpace
and recommendation
engine StumbleUpon.
Still, Twitter is the
focus for Go Country,
Charlie Cook
particularly for
promotions. “You go right to [listeners’]
cell phones,” he explains. “The jocks
tweet every hour while they’re on the air.
We tweet about contesting and we set
appointments [for listening].”
Brevity is forced upon Twitter
users by a 140-character limit. One
134-character liner reads, “If you tweet,
join us at twitter.com/gocountry105 or
find it on our web page. Follow us, and
we’ll keep you up to date about cool
stuff, like what and when to win.”
A recent shorter one: “Welcome to
Wednesday, this is Tonya, I have Toby
Keith tickets at 11:15,” from KKGO PD/
midday host Tonya Campos. A tweet
from morning man Sean Parr was
similarly compact: “Yes, Toby tickets
at 6:10, Jimmy Buffet at 7:10 and more
Toby tickets in the 8am hour.”
“There’s no question the 18-34s
and 25-44s are overwhelmingly into
it,” Cook says of texting and social
networking. “According to the recent
CMA study, only 50% of the core
country audience has Internet access at
home. But we know they all have cell
phones. That’s why we’ve decided to do
texting and Twitter.”
KKGO tweeted from the recent
Stagecoach music festival and sent
pictures to listeners. “It’s another way
for them to get in touch with the station,
and that’s what we like the most,” Cook
says. “Any way you can stay in contact
with the listeners and entice them to go
and spend five or 10 minutes with the

radio station, that has impact.”
To say that KKWF/Seattle
and KBWF/San Francisco PD
Scott Mahalick is a fan of social
networks, particularly Twitter, is an
understatement. “We have gone to a new
level of interactivity,” he says. “We are
hyper-enhancing the participation.”
KKWF’s “Twitter For Taylor”
campaign, which was keyed around
morning man Fitz and an upcoming
Taylor Swift concert, drove the station’s
combined MySpace,
Facebook and Twitter
database to 20,000
participants in its first
72 hours. “It’s the first
time we said, ‘Let’s
go where the people
are,’” Mahalick says
Scott Mahalick
of the strategy. “I’ve
never seen anything blow up so hot.”
Initially, listeners were encouraged to
simply sign up for tweets from Fitz (@
followFitz). One such communication
found the morning host soliciting
questions for an upcoming interview
with Swift. After building the audience,
Mahalick changed his focus. “Now it’s
about asking for tune-in,” he says. “You
get your unfair advantage by being part
of Twitter and Facebook. We’ll tell them
to tune in tomorrow morning at 8:22am
to win tickets.”
KFDI/Wichita
OM/PD Beverlee
Brannigan started
her station’s Twitter
account for its
‘Listener Appreciation
Show’ (@KFDILAS),
but says she has
Beverlee Brannigan
continued to update it.
“Now there are tweets about the ‘KFDI
Big Money Mystery Voice Game’— how
big the jackpot is, who won how much –
that kind of thing.”
In a cross-promotion with the local
CBS-TV affiliate, KYGO/Denver
morning cohosts Kelly Ford and Mudflap
tweeted from the Academy of Country
Music Awards.
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“Kelly was in one part of the venue and
Mudflap was in another, and they were
tweeting all night,” PD Joel Burke says. “It
was a live diary of what was happening.”
Facebook Flavor
Beyond tactical tweets, Facebook
provides stations with opportunities for more
strategic imaging. WSIX
(The Big 98)/Nashville
PD Keith Kaufman, who
maintains the station’s
Facebook page, says
posting updates has
“absolutely become part
of my daily routine.”
Keith Kaufman
He uses Facebook (and
MySpace) to drive traffic to WSIX.com. “We
have website goals, and it’s certainly a huge
advantage to have a Facebook page with a lot
of friends. We’re still growing this thing, but
it takes time. A couple of months ago we had
300 friends on Facebook; now we have 940.”
KYGO’s Burke also is a fan of Facebook.
“It’s a big part of the communication with
our morning show,” he says. “They’ll put
a topic out there and get comments back.
Kelly Ford will respond and get [listeners
who posted comments] to call in at particular
time. We’re using Facebook to not only
feed the show from a topic standpoint, but
also actually plot it out. “ Burke adds that
his talent are usually online while they are
on-air. “We talk about how to use that to our
advantage in terms of being one more way to
reach out and touch our listeners. It allows
us to sound connected.”
The Personal Personality
While programmers are enthusiastic about
the promotional and positioning attributes of
social tools, they’re more guarded when it
comes to what is expected
from their air talent.
WGSQ/Cookeville, TN
PD Gator Harrison
encourages his jocks
to actively update their
blogs and pages, but
doesn’t force them to do
Gator Harrison
it. “It’s got to be sincere
to be effective,” he says. “It’s the same
things you do on your show: talk about your
personal life, talk about
country music and the
things that the listeners
care about.”
WGH-FM/Norfolk
OM John Shomby says
he gives his jocks “some
direction,” adding, “I want
John Shomby
to make sure that with
blogs, tweets and Facebook updates they are
being themselves and not just a marketing
machine. It gives the listeners who follow

us a chance to get to know each of us on a
more personal level.”
The situation is similar at KSCS/Dallas,
where The Big 96.3’s social network pages
are updated primarily by the promotions
department, while jocks maintain their
own pages. “This tends to allow their
Facebook and Twitter updates to remain
more personal,” says APD/MD Chris Huff.
“We don’t want their pages to feel like
impersonal, mandated
marketing tools for the
station. That kind of thing
pretty much flies against
the nature of these sites.”
KFDI’s Brannigan
agrees, “I encourage
everyone to post
Chris Huff
something on Facebook
daily. The trick is to say stuff people want
to know about – not just hype the station
promotion du jour. We try not to lapse into

audience again, rather than being bored in
the studio. It’s not overload. If you do three
good tweets a day, you’re good to grow your
followers. If you do more than 15, people
start to un-follow you. “
Kaufman asks his personalities to tweet
and/or post on Facebook, but hasn’t specified
how often. “Big D and Bubba do it; they’re
way into it,” he says. “Billy Greenwood is
taking requests for noontime via Twitter.”
(Greenwood voice-tracks middays from sister
station KSD/St. Louis.) Kaufman points out
what you post is as important, if not more
important, than how often. “Your subject line
is critical, just like an e-mail. I want to grab
their attention with a headline and then hit
them with a link.”
While some jocks may drag their feet
when it comes to social networking, Cook
says they come around quickly. “You have to
coach them, but once they start doing it they
enjoy it.”
Mahalick concurs, “They get instant
gratification; there’s a lot of positive
feedback.” And while he believes social

KYGO’s staff will congratulate contest
winners on the station’s Facebook page.
Night jock Flip has even created a Facebook
KYGO point system, which will soon be
used to reward listeners. “At a certain level
of points, you’re in the running to win
tickets to concerts,” PD Burke says. “It’s
completely off the air.”
KKWF is also using social networking to
recycle audience between databases. “Once
we are engaged with
these people on Twitter,
if they are not a Wolf P1
Pack member, we ask
them to join,” Mahalick
says. “We’ve seen a
tremendous spike …we’re
communicating with them
in their space.”
Joel Burke
The Bottom Line
There’s an important advantage to social
networking that can’t be found anywhere
else, Mahalick believes. “Unlike a website,
which is just a one-way push-out of

Any

way you can stay in contact
with the listeners and entice
them to go and spend five or
10 minutes with the radio
station, that has impact.

–Charlie Cook

‘liner-speak,’ but work to keep it real.”
Cook says, “We don’t have hard-and-fast
rules other than that I remind people they
shouldn’t post anything they wouldn’t say
on the air.” He warns his jocks not to share
too much information. “I don’t want you
guys telling listeners, ‘I’m going to be away
from the phone because I’m going to the
bathroom,’” he counsels. “We don’t want
them turning [the radio] off.”
Akin to a personality’s profile, Keith
Kaufman takes The Big 98’s overall
responsibility as an online “friend” seriously.
“I’m friends with someone only because
people have asked me to be theirs,” he says.
“I want people to reach out to me; I don’t
want to be spam, or to sell anybody anything.
I’ll just find something cool on our site and
post that link. Just like on the air, you can’t be
‘hypey.’ People will call bullshit.”
Managing The Workload
How much extra work does being
active online require? Scott Mahalick says
updating Twitter and Facebook isn’t a chore
for his Wolf jocks. “With today’s digital
technology, they don’t have to pull spots or
music anymore,” he says. “I’ve got them
re-engaged in communication with our

networking updating is “easily manageable,”
Mahalick knows on which side his bread is
buttered. “I don’t want to dilute the content
that’s coming out of the speakers.”
Visit Our Spacebook
Not all stations are aggressive about
promoting their social networking on-air.
KSCS’s Huff says his station keeps a lower
profile. “Mention of our social networking
sites on-air is strictly left to casual
conversation and is not part of any organized
marketing effort.” While KSCS hasn’t done
any contesting strictly on Facebook or
Twitter, Huff notes, “We have altered our
contesting to include texting and solicits via
video blogs on our main station website.
We tend to allow the social network sites to
remain as organic as possible.”
KFDI mentions its social network
destinations, “but we don’t hype them,”
Brannigan says. “That defeats the purpose.”
And WGSQ’s Harrison, who says he’s
exploring the concept of using social
networks for contesting, says jocks are free
to mention their MySpace or Facebook
pages on-air if there is “a purpose to send
them there. If you can make it make sense,
then certainly.”

e-mail or vice-versa, or a chat room – you
might or might not be there – this is live,
interactive and right now,” he says. “There’s
tremendous communication going on across
those platforms.”
Social networking adds flexibility to
communication with listeners that wouldn’t
otherwise exist, explains WGH-FM’s
Shomby, who reports that his station uses
Facebook, MySpace and Twitter. “It connects
us with our audience on a more personal
level. We can create listening instances for
spur-of-the-moment special things – a guest
drops by, we get a special pair of tickets to
something. Putting it on a website would be
too late.”
Although Country listeners lag those
of most other formats in their online
activity, KSCS’s Huff takes the long view,
observing, “We realize it may be a very
small percentage of our audience that is truly
active on social networking sites, but anyone
who’s seen the sites’ growth curves has to
take notice and realize it’s probably better to
be involved with them earlier than later.”
WGSQ’s Harrison puts it simply: “It’s
another way to reach your listeners. It’s
important to them; it’s a part of their lives.”
CAC

